Electrical Engineering

Overview

The Department of Electrical Engineering offers a Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering (B.S.E.E.). Students in the program must choose one of four emphasis areas: general program, computer engineering, RF/wireless engineering, or telecommunications. The department also offers a Master of Science (M.S.) in engineering science with emphasis areas in electrical engineering, electromagnetics, and telecommunications, and a Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in engineering science with emphasis areas in electrical engineering or electromagnetics.

Accreditation

The School of Engineering's B.S. curricula in chemical, civil, electrical, geological, and mechanical engineering are accredited by the Engineering Accreditation Commission of ABET; www.abet.org. The Bachelor of Science in Computer Science (BSCS) program of the Department of Computer and Information Science is accredited as a Computer Science program by the Computing Accreditation Commission (CAC) of ABET www.abet.org.